Abstract.Čech cohomology H n (X) of a separable metrizable space X is defined in terms of cohomology of its nerves (or ANR neighborhoods) P β , whereas SteenrodSitnikov homology H n (X) is defined in terms of homology of compact subsets K α ⊂ X.
Introduction
Let X be a separable metrizable space, let K α run over its compact subsets, and let P β run over the nerves of open covers of X (or over open neighborhoods of X in some ANR). The Steenrod-Sitnikov homology and theČech cohomology of X are defined by
where H n (K α ) is Steenrod homology (concerning the latter see e.g. [31] ). It is very natural to try to do everything vice versa, and define some kind of homology of X in terms of H n (K α ) and some kind of cohomology of X in terms of H n (P β ). Of course, instead of the direct limits (colim) it would be natural to use inverse limits (lim), as well as their standard "correction terms"
higher derived limits lim p , p > 0.
1.1. Strong (co)homology. This natural path leads rather unambiguously to "strong homology" and "strong cohomology", which were introduced by Lisica and Mardešić and independently by Miminoshvili in the 1980s. Despite doubtless naturality of their
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construction, there is a big trouble with these "strong" groups: they cannot be computed in ZFC for the very simplest examples.
Example 1.1. Let N denote the countable discrete space and N + its one-point compactification. The space N ×N + is arguably the very simplest non-compact, non-triangulable space. (Algebraic topology of simplicial complexes and algebraic topology of compacta are completely different stories, which are much, much better understood.) But the (−1)-dimensional strong homology of N × N + cannot be computed in ZFC [27] . Of course, another issue is that one should not really be computing (−1)-dimensional homology at all; but if N + is replaced with the n-dimensional Hawaiian earring (R n ×N) + , we have exactly the same problem with the (n − 1)-dimensional strong homology [27] . Also, the (n + 1)-dimensional strong cohomology of the metric quotient N×(R n ×N) + /(N×∞), which can alternatively be described as the non-compact cluster (=metric wedge) i∈N (R n × N), cannot be computed in ZFC for the same reason (see [3; Example 1.2 
]).
This strange issue makes strong homology and cohomology much more interesting for the purposes of Foundations of Mathematics, but at the same time obviously "defective" for the purposes of geometric topology: at least with the current level of depth of human thought, it appears that statements carrying genuine geometric meaning have too low logical complexity to have a chance of being independent of ZFC. Nevertheless, over the years there has appeared a considerable amount of literature about strong homology and strong cohomology (see [27] , [26] , [25] and references there). One attractive feature of strong homology is its built-in invariance under strong shape. It is an open problem whether Steenrod-Sitnikov homology is an invariant of strong shape. However, as fine shape is now available [1] , relevance of this problem is no longer obvious.
1.2. Topology of the indexing set. The goal of the present paper is to "do everything vice versa" slightly more carefully, so as to avoid running into set-theoretic troubles. The trouble noted in Example 1.1 is really a very basic trouble with the lim 1 functor (see [3; Example 1.1]); but it exists only for inverse systems indexed by an uncountable set, or more precisely by a set with no countable cofinal subset. It is therefore natural to look for a "forgotten topology" of the indexing set, and to simply amend the definition of derived limits so as to take this topology into account. This is precisely what we will do in the present paper.
The indexing set we are mostly interested in is the poset K(X) of all nonempty compact subsets of a separable metrizable space X. (The empty subset is excluded for technical reasons; its exclusion will be harmless.) Given some metric on X, the usual Hausdorff metric (see §4.1) on K(X) makes it into a separable metric space, whose underlying topology (also known as the Vietoris topology) depends only on that of X. In fact, K(X) turns out to be a pospace (=partially ordered space): its topology and order agree in the sense that the order relation is a closed set (Lemma 4.1).
As for open covers of X or their nerves, unfortunately they do not seem to carry any natural separable metrizable topology.
1 While a more elegant solution may exist, one obvious thing to do is to simply embed X in some compact ANR, for example the Hilbert cube Q, and look at its open neighborhoods there. Their complements are precisely all compact subsets of Q \ X, and so the previous construction applies here as well.
1.3. Topological order complex. The usual derived limits are revisited in §2 below, where their usual definition is reformulated in a more geometric form. Namely, the derived limits of an inverse system D indexed by a poset P can be understood as the cohomology groups of a certain sheaf, denoted holim D, over the order complex |P |.
Therefore our next goal is to define an appropriate topology on the order complex of a poset P that is also endowed with a topology.
An obvious approach is to consider the corresponding simplicial space, also known as the classifying space of the topological category (see §3.1). However, the resulting topology can well be non-metrizable even when the original topology of P is discrete, so it is "wrong" for our purposes.
The next obvious approach is to inject |P | into some metrizable (perhaps, vector) space naturally "spanned" by P and take the induced topology. But it turns out that there is more than one good way to do so.
The main result of §3 is as follows (see Theorem 3.9).
Theorem A. If P is a pospace, the obvious injective maps of the order complex |P | into the space of measurable functions [0, 1] → P and into the space of probability measures on P induce the same topology on the set |P |.
In §4 we additionally prove the following (see Lemma 4.3(c) and Theorems 4.9, 4.10).
Theorem B. The embedding e of K(X) into the space C(X, R) of real-valued functions on X, given by e(A)(x) = d(x, A), extends to an injective map of |K(X)| in C(X, R) such that the induced topology on |K(X)| does not depend on the choice of the metric d on X. Moreover, it coincides with the two topologies of Theorem A.
1.4.
Derived limits over a pospace. Let P be a pospace and F be a posheaf (=par-tially ordered sheaf) of abelian groups over P (see definition in §5.1). Then there is a certain sheaf holim F of abelian groups over the metrizable topological order complex |P | (see definition in §5.2), and we define Lim p F to be H p (|P |; holim F ). When the topology of P is discrete, F boils down to a P -indexed inverse system of abelian groups, and Lim p F coincides with its usual pth derived limit.
Theorem C. Let X be a separable metrizable space. For each q ≥ 0 there exists a posheaf F q over K(X) such that the stalk F q Kα ≃ H q (K α ) for each K α ∈ K(X), and there exists a spectral sequence of the form
Theorem D. Let X be a subset of S n and let U(X) be the pospace of its open neighborhoods = S n , ordered by inclusion and topologized by the Hausdorff metric. For each q ≥ 0 there exists a posheaf F q over U(X) such that the stalk (F q ) P β ≃ H q (P β ) for each P β ∈ U(X), and there exists a spectral sequence of the form
. Key ingredients of the proof of Theorem C (see Theorem 5.9) are the Leray spectral sequence of a continuous map, a homotopy equivalence lemma (Theorem 3.4) and a lemma on compatibility of the holim operator with Leray sheaves (Theorem 5.8(b)). Theorem D (see Theorem 5.10) additionally employs the Sitnikov duality.
All theorems of the present paper are proved in ZFC. Thus it can be argued that these results succeed to "expel set theory from homology theory".
Background: Usual derived limits revisited
Let us now discuss in some detail the usual derived limits lim p D for a diagram D of abelian groups indexed by a poset P . If P is viewed as a category 2 , then such a diagram D is simply a functor from P to the category of abelian groups. It will be notationally more convenient to regard D as a set of data: groups G p for all p ∈ P and homomorphisms ϕ p q : G p → G q for all p, q ∈ P with p ≤ q. Let us define a new poset G = p∈P G p with (p, g) ≤ (q, h) if and only if p ≤ q and ϕ p q (g) = h. The map π : G → P defined by π(p, g) = p is monotone and so induces a simplicial map F : |G| → |P | between the order complexes 3 . The simplicial complex |G| is known as the homotopy colimit hocolim D, and we will denote the map F by hocolim D.
In fact, hocolim D is a cosheaf (in the geometric sense, i.e. a "complete spread" of R. Fox, or equivalently a "display space" of J. Funk, see [51; Appendix B]), and we have
Here are some details. As a cosheaf of sets, F = hocolim D can be recovered as the cosheafafication of its precosheaf 4 of cosections F , defined by F (U) = π 0 F −1 (U) . Namely, the costalks F x = F −1 (x) of F are the inverse limits lim U F (U) over all open U containing x, and F itself is the projection x∈|P | F x → |P |, where the disjoint union of sets is endowed with the topology with basis consisting of
is the natural map from the inverse limit, U runs over open subsets of |P | and s runs over F (U).
2 With elements of P as objects, precisely one morphism p → q when p ≤ q and no morphisms p → q when p ≤ q 3 The order complex of a poset P is the simplicial complex with elements of P as vertices, and with finite chains p 1 ≤ · · · ≤ p n as simplexes. We endow simplicial complexes with the metric topology. 4 A precosheaf of abelian groups on a topological space X is a covariant functor from the poset of all open subsets of X ordered by inclusion to the category of abelian groups.
Let us note that each F −1 (p ≤ q) is nothing but the mapping cylinder cyl(ϕ
, that is the mapping cylinder of the composition cyl(ϕ
The precosheaf F is of a combinatorial type, known as a "costack" or a "local coefficient system": it is determined by its values on the open stars 5 of simplexes ost(σ), σ ∈ |P |. So the homology of |P | with coefficients in F is the homology of the chain complex C * (|P |; F ) consisting of the groups C n = σ n ∈|P | F σ , where F σ = F ost(σ) , with the differential ∂ :
where [τ : σ] = ±1 is the incidence index and F στ : F σ → F τ is the image of F on the inclusion ost(σ) ⊂ ost(τ ). In our case, clearly,
In order to deal with lim and lim p we need to dualize the above. A well-known approach, going back to Bousfield and Kan, is by considering the usual homotopy limit, which is built out from the usual mapping cocylinders 6 . But it turns out that there is also a different approach, which is arguably more intuitive.
Let Γ be the coequalizer of p≤q G p ×ost(p ≤ q)
, that is, the quotient of the latter disjoint union by identifying the images of the former disjoint union under the two inclusions i and j, which arise from the inclusions i pq : ost(p ≤ q) ⊂ ost(p) and j pq : ost(p ≤ q) ⊂ ost(q). Since i and j commute with the projection to |P |, we get a mapF : Γ → |P |, which we will denote by holim D (breaking with the tradition of understanding holim D as constructed from path spaces).
It is easy to see that holim D is a sheaf (in the geometric sense, i.e. the "étalé space") normally a non-Hausdorff one, as is common for sheaves 7 , and it turns out, as we will see shortly, that H n (|P |; holim D) = lim n D.
Let us note that eachF
, that is the mapping cocylinder of the composition cocyl(ϕ
There is another definition of the sheaf holim D, which may look fancier but is more categorical and will be easier to generalize. Let P ′ be the poset of nonempty faces of the 5 The open star of a simplex σ is the union of the interiors of all simplexes containing σ. 6 The usual mapping cocylinder of f : X → Y is the pullback of f and the evaluation map Y I → Y , p → p(1). Let us note that the usual mapping cylinder of f is the pushout of f and the inclusion X → X × I, x → (x, 1). 7 Let us note that the coequalizer of the maps (0, ∞) × Z ⇒ R × Z given by (x, n) → (x, n) and (x, n) → (x, n + 1) is non-Hausdorff, but has a countable base of topology. In contrast, the coequalizer of the maps [0, ∞) × Z ⇒ R × Z given by the same formulas is Hausdorff, but does not have a countable base of neighborhoods at 0. simplicial complex |P |; thus P ′ is the set of all nonempty finite chains of P , ordered by inclusion. Sending every chain to its greatest element yields a monotone map ρ : P ′ → P . Let ρ * F : ρ * G → P ′ be the pullback of the monotone map π : G → P along ρ. 8 Since ρ * F is monotone, it may be viewed as a continuous map with respect to the Alexandrov topologies 9 , and as such it is easily seen to be a sheaf.
10 On the other hand, there is a continuous map g : |P | → P ′ defined by sending the interior of every simplex to that same simplex regarded as a point of P ′ . The pullback of ρ * F via g is nothing but the sheafF = holim D.
The presheaf of sectionsF of the sheafF is again determined by its values on the open stars of simplexes, and so is a "stack" or a "local coefficient system". So the cohomology of |P | with coefficients inF is the cohomology of the cochain complex C * (|P |;F ) consisting of the groups C n = σ n ∈|P |F σ , whereF σ =F (ost(σ) , with differential δ :
, whereas in the n − 1 other casesF στ = id : G pn → G pn . From this explicit description it immediately follows that H n (|P |; holim D) = lim n D. Now let ∆ be a diagram of metrizable spaces X p and continuous maps f p q : X p → X q indexed by the poset P . We may again consider the map hocolim ∆ : hocolim ∆ → |P |, which satisfies (hocolim ∆)
pn ). On the other hand, for each n we have a diagram D n of abelian groups H n (X p ) and homomorphisms (f
indexed by the dual poset P * (i.e. the same set with reversed order). It is not hard to see that the Leray sheaf H n (hocolim ∆) ≃ holim D n , and the Leray cosheaf H n (hocolim ∆) ≃ hocolim D n . Consequently, we have a spectral sequence
which is known as the Bousfield-Kan/Araki-Yoshimura spectral sequence, and also a spectral sequence H p (|P |; hocolim D q ) ⇒ H p+q (hocolim ∆), which collapses to an isomorphism lim D n ≃ H n (hocolim ∆).
8 Thus ρ * G consists of tuples (p 1 < · · · < p n ; g), where g ∈ G pn , and is ordered by (p 1 < · · · < p n ; g) ≤ (q 1 < · · · < q m ; h) if and only if (p 1 < · · · < p n ) is a subchain of (q 1 < · · · < q m ) and ϕ pn qm (g) = h. 9 The Alexandrov topology on the set of points of a poset P consists of all subsets U ⊂ P such that if p ∈ U and q ≥ p, then also q ∈ U .
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Indeed, the smallest open neighborhood of an element (p 1 < · · · < p n ; g) ∈ ρ * G consists of all tuples
is a subchain of (q 1 < · · · < q m ) and h = f pn qm (g). Since h is uniquely determined by (q 1 < · · · < q m ), this neighborhood projects homeomorphically onto the smallest open neighborhood of (p 1 < · · · < p n ) in P ′ , which consists of all chains (q 1 < · · · < q m ) that have (p 1 < · · · < p n ) as a subchain.
Partially ordered spaces
By a topological poset we mean a topological space P that is also a poset. This is a topological category (in the sense of Segal [46] ) with precisely one morphism p → q whenever p ≤ q and no morphisms p → q otherwise, and with the set of morphisms topologized as a subspace of P × P . (That it is a topological category means that the four structure maps are automatically continuous: the "identity" map from objects to morphisms, the "source" and "target" maps from morphisms to objects, and the "composition" map from morphisms squared to morphisms.) The dual topological poset P * is the same space with the reversed order.
A pospace (=partially ordered space) is a topological poset such that the order relation ≤, viewed as a subset of P × P , is closed in P × P with respect to the product topology. When P is metrizable, this is equivalent to saying that if x n ≤ y n for each n ∈ N and x n → x and y n → y as n → ∞, then x ≤ y.
If P is a topological poset, let |P | denote the set of all formal sums x = λ n i=1 x i , where n ∈ N, x 1 ≤ · · · ≤ x n is a nonempty finite chain in P , each λ i ≥ 0 and
We will define three natural topologies on |P | in different generalities, and they will be shown to coincide whenever they are defined.
Wrong construction (weak topology).
There is also a fourth natural topology on |P | the most obvious one. Namely, |P | w is the classifying space (or, in another terminology, the nerve) of P , where P is viewed as a topological category [46] . Unfortunately, the topology of |P | w is "wrong" (for our purposes) in that it generally fails to be metrizable when P is metrizable. In particular, |P | w is non-metrizable whenever P is discrete (as a space) and the order complex of P (as a poset) is not locally finite. But actually a satisfactory "correction" of the weak topology is already known in this particular case (see Remark 3.1 below).
Let us briefly review the construction of |P | w . By definition, |P | w is the geometric realization of the simplicial space (=simplicial object in the category of topological spaces, cf. [20] ) where every (n − 1)-simplex is a chain p 1 ≤ · · · ≤ p n of n elements of P . Such a chain may be regarded as a monotone map C : [n] → P (possibly non-injective), where [n] denotes the n-element poset {1, . . . , n} with the usual (total) order. All such chains of length n (possibly with repeats) form a subspace P
[n] of the n-fold Cartesian product P × . . . × P of spaces.
For example, the partially ordered space [0, 1] (the closed unit interval of the real line with its usual total order) yields the "standard skew n-simplex"
Let us note that we already have to consider chains with repeats here in order to get the closed simplex.
Every monotone map f :
. On the other hand, the "standard
With this notation, |P | w is the quotient space of n∈N
. Let us note that if we consider only monotone injections so as to avoid degenerate simplexes, this will give a completely unintended topology on |P |, because chains with repeats arise naturally as limits of chains without repeats.
Remark 3.1. One can attempt to "correct" the weak topology. Let us fix a metric on P that is bounded above by 1 and metrize ∆ n−1 by means of the l ∞ metric on [0, 1] [n−1] . Let us use the l ∞ product metric on each summand of n∈N P
[n] × ∆ n−1 (note that it will be bounded above by 1) and set the distance between any pair of points in distinct summands equal to 1. This determines a metric, and in particular a metrizable uniform structure, on the disjoint union (beware that it is not the uniformity of the disjoint union, which is generally non-metrizable). Let |P | uw be the quotient endowed with the topology of the quotient uniformity (not to be confused with the quotient topology).
If P is discrete (as a space), and is metrized by setting every distance equal to 1, then |P | uw is metrizable [33] . In the general case, we have three open questions:
(1) Is |P | uw well defined (i.e. independent of the choice of metric on P )? (2) Is |P | uw metrizable? (3) Is the topology of |P | uw same as the topology of |P | HM and |P | AE (see below)?
Hartman-Mycielski construction (measurable functions).
We will refer to [32; §10] for a detailed discussion of spaces of measurable functions, and we will use some notation introduced there.
Let P be a topological poset. Given an
be the set of all such functions, endowed with the topology of convergence in measure. If P is endowed with a metric d, we further endow |P | HM with the metric L 1 (which induces the same topology of uniform convergence).
Example 3.2. Let P = {0, . . . , n} with the usual order and with the usual metric (i.e., a subpospace of R). Then |P | HM is isometric to the standard skew n-simplex
On the other hand, we have f = f 1 + · · · + f n as elements of the vector space of measurable functions I → R, where each f i : I → P is a two-valued step function,
, then t i ≤ t < s i ; and if additionally f j (t) < g j (t), then s j ≤ t < t j . Hence s j < s i and t i < t j , which is a contradiction. Therefore either
3.3. Resolution. If P is a poset, let A(P ) be its set of atoms (that is, elements p ∈ P such that q < p for each q ∈ P ). If P is a topological poset, A(P ) is a topological subposet of P , with discrete order (i.e. no elements are comparable). In particular, |A(P )| is homeomorphic to A(P ).
Example 3.3. If X is a metrizable space and K(X) is the pospace of its nonempty compact subsets (see Lemma 4.1), then A K(X) = X.
If P and Q are posets, P × Q is a poset, where
If P and Q are topological posets, P × Q is a topological poset. In particular, A(P ) × P is a topological poset, where (a, p) ≤ (b, q) iff a = b and p ≤ q. It is easy to see that |A(P ) × P | is homeomorphic to A(P ) × |P |.
Let E(P ) be the topological subposet of A(P ) × P consisting of all pairs (a, p) such that a ≤ p. Thus |E(P )| is a subspace of |A(P ) × P |, which is identified with the subspace of A(P ) × |P | consisting of all pairs a, n i=1 λ i x i such that a ≤ x 1 (and also
We will prove and use this theorem only for metrizable P , but the proof straightforwardly extends to the non-metrizable case.
Proof. Let π : A(P ) ×P → A(P ) be the projection and let ι : A(P ) → E(P ) ⊂ A(P ) ×P be defined by ι(a) = (a, a). Clearly, πι = id A(P ) , so in particular, ι is an embedding of A(P ) into E(P ) ⊂ |E(P )|. Let us show that |E(P )| deformation retracts onto the image of ι. More precisely, we will construct a homotopy h t between id |E(P )| and the
, where x 0 = a and λ 0 = 0. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that a = x 1 . Let X = n i=1 λ i x i and let us define h t (x 1 , X) = (x 1 , X t ), where
It follows that h t is continuous.
Arens-Eels construction (probability measures).
A finite measure on a space X is a function µ : X → R with support in finitely many points.
If µ(X) = 1, then µ is called a finite probability measure. Let AE(X) denote the set of all finite measures on X and AE V (X) its subset consisting of all µ with µ(X) = V . Clearly, AE(X) is a real vector space and AE V (X) is an affine hyperplane in AE(X) for each V ∈ R. Also, AE 0 (X) is vector subspace of AE(X).
Let us fix a metric
In particular, we get a metric ρ on the set AE 1 (X) of all finite probability measures, which is called the Kantorovich metric or alternatively the Wasserstein (Vasershtein) metric. If we understand µ and ν as distributions of masses, ρ(λ, µ) can be interpreted as the minimal amount of work needed to convert λ into µ.
Let us note that the latter equation is equivalent to the following system of equations:
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that a i = b j for each i, j.
For such a p, we may assume that after a partitioning of each ν k into a sum of positive reals (which partitioning does not affect N and each N ± p ), there is a bijection f :
Thus we may assume without increasing N that N Thus each x k ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a l } and each y k ∈ {b 1 , . . . , b m }. Finally, after collecting terms of the form ν k (δ a i − δ b j ) (which does not affect N), we may assume without increasing N that
Since the latter equation is equivalent to the system of equations λ i = m j=1 ν ij and
In particular P is compact, and so
we have the finite probability measure µ x := λ i δ x i . Let |P | AE ⊂ AE 1 (P ) be the set of all such measures, endowed with the Kantorovich metric ρ.
Example 3.6. Let P = {x 1 , . . . , x n } linearly ordered by x i ≤ x j iff i ≤ j and with d(x i , x j ) = 1 whenever i = j. Then |P | AE is isometric to a homoteth of the standard
is not uniformly continuous in general, even if P is a pospace with disrete uniform structure. Indeed, let P = {x i | i ∈ N} be set of natural numbers with its usual linear order but with elements denoted by x 0 , x 1 , . . . instead of 0, 1, . . . , and with d(
Remark 3.8. The deformation retraction in Theorem 3.4 is uniformly continuous (in fact, Lipschitz) with respect to the Kantorovich metric. Indeed, in the notation of the proof of Theorem 3. 4 
Theorem 3.9. If P is a metrizable pospace, then |P | HM and |P | AE are homeomorphic.
Proof. Let us fix some metric on P . Clearly,
It remains to show that Φ : |P | AE → |P | HM , µ x → f x , is continuous. We may assume that P has diameter ≤ 1.
and ≥ is open as a subset of P × P , there exist pairwise disjoint neighborhoods U 1 , . . . , U n of x 1 , . . . , x n such that y 1 ≥ · · · ≥ y n whenever each y i ∈ U n . Let δ > 0 be such that (2n + 1)(n + 1)δ < ε, each λ i > δ, and each U i contains the ball of radius δ about x i . Let y = m i=1 µ i y i , where y 1 < · · · < y m , each µ i ≥ 0 and m i=1 µ i = 1, and ρ(µ x , µ y ) < δ 2 . Then there exists a representation µ x − µ y = r j=1 ν j (δ xm j − δ yn j ) for some r, m j and n j such that each ν j ≥ 0 and
On the other hand, since Y i < Y j whenever i, j ∈ S and i < j, we have f y (t) = f ′ y (t) unless y belongs to the µ(I T )-neighborhood of the set
4. Simplicial hyperspace 4.1. Hausdorff metric. If X is a metric space, the hyperspace K(X) of its nonempty compact subsets is endowed with the Hausdorff metric
Apart from being a metric space, K(X) is also a poset by inclusion.
The following lemma is well-known. For the reader's convenience, we recall the proof for the case where A and B are compact (the proof of the general case is only slightly different, but we do not need it). Since d(a, B) = d(a, B) − d(a, A) , we have the ≤ inequality.
Proof. (a).
To prove the ≥ inequality, is suffices to show that 
4.2.
Simplicial hyperspace of a metric space. Given a nonempty finite chain in K(X), that is, a monotone map C : [n] → K(X) from the totally ordered set [n] = {1, . . . , n}, n ≥ 1, let us write C i = C(i), so that C 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ C n , and let |C| denote the convex hull of e C([n]) = {e(C 1 ), . . . , e(C n )} in C b (X). The following lemma guarantees that the convex hulls of two injective chains intersect precisely along the convex hull of their maximal common subchain. (a) Let f i = e(A i ) and g j = e(B j ), and suppose that A n = X if n > 0 and Since each λ i > 0 and each f i (x) ≥ 0 for each x ∈ X, we have F (x) = 0 if and only if f 1 (x) = · · · = f n (x) = 0, i.e., x ∈ A 1 . Similarly, G(x) = 0 if and only if x ∈ B 1 . Hence A 1 = B 1 and so f 1 = g 1 . Since A is injective, there exists an x 1 ∈ A 2 \ A 1 , and we have 
and so we again have |A| = |B|. The case n = M + 1 is similar.
(c). This is standard. Trivially |C| ⊂ |A| ∩ |B|. If x ∈ |A| ∩ |B|, then x lies in the interiors of |A ′ | and |B ′ | for some injective subchains
Hence |A ′ | ⊂ |C| and so x ∈ |C|.
4.3. Examples. The following series of examples, which is not used in the sequel, analyzes the metric on the convex hull in C b (X) of an individual chain in K(X).
Example 4.4. (a) Let us consider the finite metric space X n = {a 1 , . . . , a n } with d(a i , a j ) = 1 for i = j. Let A i = {a 1 , . . . , a i }, and let ∆ n−1 = |A|, the (n − 1)-simplex spanned by the vectors e(A 1 ), . . . , e(A n ) in C b (X n ). Clearly, C b (X n ) is nothing but R n with the l ∞ norm ||(x 1 , . . . , x n )|| = max(x 1 , . . . , x n ), and its points e(A 1 ), . . . , e(A n ) are of the form (0, 1, . . . , 1), (0, 0, 1, . . . , 1), . . . , (0, . . . , 0). Hence ∆ n−1 is the standard skew
(b) Let X be any metric space with d(x, y) = 1 for x = y and let B : [n] → K(X) be any injective chain. Let X n be as in (a) and let g : X n → X be an embedding such that g(a 1 ) ∈ B 1 and each g(a i+1 ) ∈ B i+1 \ B i . Then g induces the restriction map g * : C b (X) → C b (X n ), which clearly restricts to an isometry between |B| and ∆ n−1 .
Example 4.5. (a) Let X be a metric space consisting of 3 points: a, b, c. Let
. Let us note that P, Q ≤ R ≤ P + Q. Then |A| is the 2-simplex spanned by e(A 1 ) = (0, p, r), e(A 2 ) = (0, 0, Q) and e(A 3 ) = (0, 0, 0) in C b (X) = R 3 with the l ∞ metric. The edges of |A| are of lengths Q, max(p, r) = R and max(p, r − Q) = max(p, r − q, r − r) = P (using that p + q ≥ r).
Let us note that when R > P , we have r = R and consequently P , Q, R determine the vertices (0, P, R), (0, 0, Q) and (0, 0, 0) of |A|. Thus when R > P , the metric on |A| is determined by the edge lengths (i.e., by its restriction to the set of vertices). Let us note that the metric of |B| is not determined by the edge lengths even when R > P , and consequently |B| is generally not isometric to any of the simplexes |A| described in (a). Indeed, the distance from the vertex of |B| at the origin to the middle of the opposite side equals L := max p,
. Let us assume for simplicity that p < q ± < r ± , so that Q ± = q ± . Then Q = max(q + , q − ) and R = max(r + , r − ) do not determine L = max
. For instance, if q + = q − − ε and r + = r − + ε for some ε > 0, then L = (q − + r + − ε)/2 = (Q + R − ε)/2, where ε can vary.
(c) Let Z be any metric space and let C : [n] → Z be any injective chain. Since the C i are compact, for each i < j, d(C i , C j ) = d(C i , x ij ) for some x ij ∈ C j . Let Z ′ be the finite subspace of Z consisting of the x ij for all i < j. Then the restriction map r : C b (Z) → C b (Z ′ ) restricts to an isometry on the vertices of |C|. However, r need not restrict to an isometry on |C|, because the metric on r(|C|) generally depends on d(x ij , C k ), which depend on the choice of the x ij . Indeed, for n = 2 the metric on r(|C|) ⊂ {0} × R 3 ⊂ R 4 is as described in (b), and we have seen that it does depend on the additional parameters.
4.4.
Simplicial hyperspace of a metrizable space. If X is a metric space of diameter ≤ 1, let K ∆ (X) denote the union C∈K(X) [n] , n∈N |C| of the convex hulls in C b (X) of all nonempty finite chains in K(X). When all distances in X are equal to 1, K ∆ (X) is isometric to the geometric realization of K(X) as a (discrete) poset [33] (see Example 4.4). In general, let us note that although the topology of C b (X) does not depend on the metric of X, the subset K ∆ (X) of C b (X) depends on the embedding e : K(X) → C b (X), which in turn depends on the metric of X.
Let X + = X ⊔ {p}, where d(p, x) = 1 for each x ∈ X. Here X retains the original metric of diameter ≤ 1, so the inclusion K(X) ⊂ K(X + ) is an isometry. Let K + ∆ (X) be the union of the convex hulls in C b (X + ) of all nonempty finite chains in K(X) ⊂ K(X + ).
Proof. Let us show that the restriction map r : Lemma 4.7 is not used in the sequel. However, it is a simplified version of Lemma 4.8, whose proof might be easier to read after that of Lemma 4.7.
The proof of Lemma 4.7 is in turn an elaboration on that of Lemma 4.3(a).
Proof. We may assume that ε ≤ 1 and ε ≤ Γ (by decreasing ε if needed). Let δ = (ε/2) 2n . If n = 0 but m > 0, then ||G|| ≥ µ 1 ||g 1 || ≥ Γ since ||g 1 || = 1. Hence ||F || ≥ Γ − δ > 0, which is a contradiction. This establishes the assertion for n = 0. Also, if n > 0, a similar argument shows that m > 0. Arguing by induction, we may assume that the assertion is known if n is replaced by a smaller number.
If a ∈ A 1 , then a also lies in each A i , and hence F (a) = 0. On the other hand, since each g i (a) ≥ 0 and each µ i ≥ 0, we have
For each x ∈ A 2 (or for each x ∈ X + if n = 1),
We have 4δ/Γ 2 = 4(ε/2) 2n /Γ 2 ≤ (ε/2) n−1 . Then by the induction hypothesis, m = n, d(A i , B i ) ≤ ε for each i ≥ 2 and |λ i − µ i | ≤ ε for each i ≥ 2.
Lemma 4.8. For each n ∈ N, each Γ ∈ (0, 1] and each ε > 0 there exists a δ > 0 such that the following holds.
Let
Proof. We may assume that ε ≤ 1 and ε ≤ Γ (by decreasing ε if needed). Let β = (ε/6) ϕ(n) , where ϕ(0) = 1 and ϕ(n) = 4ϕ(n − 1) + 1. Let α = β 2 and δ = α 2 . Thus δ = (ε/6) 4ϕ(n) . If n = 0, let us consider the point p in X + \ X. Since F (p) = 0, we have
Arguing by induction, we may assume that the assertion is known if n is replaced by a smaller number. If n > 0, then ||F || ≥ λ 1 ||f 1 || ≥ Γ since ||f 1 || = 1. Hence ||G|| ≥ Γ − δ > 0, and so m > 0.
If I = ∅ and k is the greatest element of I, then there exists an a ∈ A 1 such that d(a, B k ) ≥ α. Since B 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ B k , we also have d(a, B i ) ≥ α for all i ≤ k. Hence I = {1, . . . , k} and the same a i = a works for each i ∈ I. If I = ∅, we let k = 0.
we also have b ∈ B j for all j ≥ l + 1. Hence J = {l + 1, . . . , m} and the same b j = b works for each j ∈ J. If J = ∅, we let l = m and b = p (the point in X + \ X).
Let us note that if
, and so by Lemma 4.2(a),
2 < Γβ ≤ λ 1 β, we have α < λ 1 β − δ, and we conclude that l > k (in particular, l ≥ k and m > 0).
For each x ∈ A 2 (or for each x ∈ X + if n = 1) we have
. The assertion now follows from the induction hypothesis. Unfortunately, the uniform structure of K ∆ (X) does not seem to depend only on the uniform structure of X (at least, the estimates obtained below depend on the dimensions of the two convex hulls).
Proof. By Lemma 4.6 it suffices to show that the topology of K + ∆ (X) depends only on the topology of X. This makes some difference since ||F || = 1 for each F ∈ K + ∆ (X), but e.g. ||e(X)|| = 0 where e(X) ∈ K ∆ (X).
It is well-known that the topology induced on K(X) by the Hausdorff metric is the Vietoris topology, which is independent of the metric [35; Theorem 3.3]. So if S denotes the underlying set of the metric space X = (S, d), and Y = (S, d ′ ) for some metric d ′ on S inducing the same topology, then id S : K(X) → K(Y ) is a homeomorphism. Let us extend the composition t : e X + K(X)
. By Lemma 4.3, T is a bijection. We will show that T is continuous; by symmetry, T −1 will then also be continuous.
Given an x ∈ K + ∆ (X), let |A| be the minimal simplex of K + ∆ (X) containing x; thus A : [n] → K(X) is a nonempty finite chain of nonempty subsets A 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ A n ⊂ X for some n = n(x). We have x = n i=1 λ i f i , where each f i = e(A i ) and each λ i ≥ 0, with λ i = 1. By the minimality, A is injective, i.e., each A i+1 = A i , and also each λ i > 0. Then there exists a Γ ∈ (0, 1] such that each d(A i , A i+1 ) ≥ Γ and each λ i ≥ Γ.
Let ε > 0 be given. We need to show that there exists a δ > 0 such that if y ∈ K + ∆ (X) is δ-close to x, then T (y) is ε-close to T (x). Since t is continuous, there exists an α > 0 such that t sends the α-neighborhood of each f i into the β-neighborhood of t(f i ), where β = ε/(3n + 1). We may assume that α ≤ β. Let δ = δ 4.8 be given by Lemma 4.8 for ε 4.7 = α and Γ 4.7 = Γ.
Suppose that y ∈ K 
. By the above, ||f It remains to show that Φ −1 is continuous; we will show that it is in fact uniformly continuous. Indeed, by considering a common subdivision of the two triangulations of [0, 1] (one with vertices v i := j≤i λ i and another with vertices w i := j≤i µ i ), we may assume that m = n and each
5.
Derived limits over a topological poset 5.1. Partially ordered sheaves. A diagram of spaces indexed by a topological poset P is a morphism of topological posets f : Q → P (i.e., a continuous monotone map) such that if f (q) ≤ p, then there exists a unique q ′ ∈ f −1 (p) such that q ≤ q ′ . It is not hard to see (cf. [34; §7.6, §5.9]) that this condition is equivalent to saying that f is an order-closed map with order-discrete point-inverses (with respect to the Alexandrov topologies on P and Q). Note also that the monotonicity of f is equivalent to its ordercontinuity. If f : Q → P is a diagram of spaces, we have the Hatcher maps f [46] ; see also [49] , [16] .) Example 5.1. Let P be a topological poset and A(P ) its set of atoms, and let E(P ) be the topological subposet of A(P ) × P consisting of all pairs (a, p) such that a ≤ p (see details in §3.3). Then the projection E(P ) ⊂ A(P ) × P → P is a diagram of spaces.
Let C be a concrete category over the category of sets (for example, the category of abelian groups). A C-valued sheaf-diagram over a topological poset P is a C-valued sheaf F : Q → P that is also a diagram of spaces whose Hatcher maps are C-morphisms. In other words, F is a C-valued sheaf over the space P along with homomorphisms A C-valued posheaf (=partially ordered sheaf) is a C-valued sheaf-diagram F : Q → P such that the restriction F ≤ :≤ Q →≤ P of F × F : Q × Q → P × P is a sheaf (C-valued or equivalently set-valued). Let us note that since F is a sheaf, so is F ×F and consequently also its restriction over any subset of P ×P , in particular, over ≤ P . Thus F ≤ is a posheaf if and only if
Lemma 5.2. Let F : Q → P be a posheaf of sets.
(a) Each q ∈ Q has a neighborhood U such that F (U) is a neighborhood of F (q) in P and F restricts to a homeomorphism U → F (U) that is also an isomorphism of posets.
(b) Let π 1 , π 2 : ≤ P ⊂ P × P → P be the projections onto the two factors. Then the map f :
∈≤ P is continuous, and hence is a morphism of sheaves π * 1 F → π * 2 F . Proof. (a). Since F is a sheaf, there exists an open neighborhood V of q in Q such that F (V ) is a neighborhood of F (q) in P and F restricts to a homeomorphism V → F (V ). Since F ≤ is also a sheaf, there exists an open neighborhood W of (q, q) in
is an open neighborhood of F ≤ (q, q) in ≤ P and F ≤ restricts to a homeomorphism W → F (W ). By the definition of product topology, W contains
is a neighborhood of F (q) in P and F restricts to a homeomorphism U → F (U); also,
′ ∈ F (U) and p ≤ p ′ , there exist unique q, q ′ ∈ U such that F (q) = p and F (q ′ ) = p ′ , and since F × F restricts to a homeomorphism between U ×U\ ≤ U and F (U)×F (U)\ ≤ P , we must have q ≤ q ′ . Thus F | U : U → F (U) is also an isomorphism of posets.
(b). Let us note that π * 1 Q consists of pairs (q, p), where q ∈ Q, p ∈ P and F (q) ≤ p. Similarly, π * 2 Q consists of pairs (p, q), where q ∈ Q, p ∈ P and p ≤ F (q). Clearly, F ≤ :≤ Q →≤ P factors through π * i Q for each i. Since F ≤ is a sheaf and π * i F : π * i Q →≤ P is a sheaf, the resulting map ρ i : ≤ Q → π * i Q is also a sheaf. In particular, it is open and continuous. On the other hand, ρ 1 is a bijection. Indeed,
, where p = F (q). Thus ρ 1 is a homeomorphism, and we may define f to be the composition ρ 2 ρ −1 1 . We recall that the Leray sheaf H n (π) of a continuous map π : E → B is the sheafafication of the presheaf U → H n π −1 (U) .
This result is well-known (see [12; Proposition IV.4.2 and Remark 2 to Theorem II.10.6]). We include a self-contained proof for convenience. Theorem 5.4. Let X be a metrizable space and let E(X) be the subspace of X × K(X) consisting of all pairs (x, K) such that x ∈ K. Let π be the composition of the inclusion E(X) ⊂ X × K(X) and the projection X × K(X) → K(X). Then (a) π is a closed map, and
Proof. Since π is closed, every open neighborhood
is a posheaf with respect to Hatcher maps H n (π)
Let us note that K(X) is ordered by reverse inclusion in (b).
Proof. (a).
Suppose that F ⊂ E(X) is a closed subset such that π(F ) is not closed. Then there exists a sequence of points A n ∈ π(F ) converging to a point A / ∈ π(F ). Let us pick any points x n ∈ A n such that (x n , A n ) ∈ F . Suppose that every p ∈ A has an open neighborhood U p containing only finitely many of the x i . Since A is compact, there exist finitely many points p 1 , . . . , p r ∈ A such that A ⊂ U := U p 1 ∪ · · · ∪ U pr . Then U contains only finitely many of the x i . On the other hand, since A is compact and U is open, there exists a q ∈ N such that A n ⊂ U for all n ≥ q. Hence U contains x n for all n ≥ q, which is a contradiction. Thus our assumption was wrong, and some x ∈ A is a limit point of the sequence x i . Then x is the limit of some subsequence x n i . Hence (x, A) is the limit of the sequence (x n i , A n i ). Since each (x i , A i ) ∈ F and F is closed, we get that (x, A) ∈ F . Hence A ∈ π(F ), which is a contradiction.
Thus π is closed. The second assertion follows from Lemma 5.3 since π −1 (A) is homeomorphic to A for each A ∈ K(X).
(b). Let us write
. Let A and B be compact subsets of X with A ⊂ B. Let α ∈ F A = H n (A) and β ∈ F B = H n (B) be such that F B A (β) = α, or in other words, β| A = α. Thus B ≤ A in K(X) and β ≤ α in E n (X). By Spanier's tautness theorem (see [48; Theorem 6.6 
Hence there exists an open neighborhood V of B and a γ ∈ H n (V ) such that γ| B = β. Since the Hausdorff metric induces the Vietoris topology on K(X), the subset
Actually, W can be identified with K(V ), and we have A, B ∈ W . Also, π −1 (W ) is an open subset of E(X) that can be identified with E(V ). Let p be the composition E(V ) ⊂ V × K(V ) → V of the inclusion and the projection, and let σ = p
− → V coincides with the inclusion map C → V . Hence σ| π −1 (C) = γ| C . On the other hand, by Spanier's tautness theorem σ| π −1 (C) coincides with the image of σ ∈ H n π −1 (W ) in F C = colim U H n π −1 (U) , where U runs over all open neighborhoods of C in K(X). Since F is the sheafafication of the presheaf Let P be a pospace, and let [n] denote the n-element poset {1, . . . , n} with the usual (total) order. A chain of length n (without repeats) p 1 < · · · < p n in P may be regarded as an injective monotone map [n] → P . All such chains form a subspace P
[n] of the product P n = P × . . . × P of spaces. Let ρ n : P [n] ⊂ P n → P be the projection onto the last factor. Let P ′ be the topological poset
of all finite chains in P , ordered by inclusion, with the topology of disjoint union. The map ρ : P ′ → P defined by ρ(p 1 < · · · < p n ) = p n is continuous (since each ρ n is continuous) and, clearly, monotone.
Thus U is open in P ∆ if and only if U meets each P [n] in an open set, and c ∈ U implies d ∈ U whenever c is a subchain of d. Let κ : |P | → P ∆ be defined by sending the interior of every simplex to that same simplex regarded as a point of P ′ .
Lemma 5.5. If the topology of P is Hausdorff, then κ is continuous.
Proof. Let U be an open subset of P ∆ and let x ∈ U. Then x = (x 1 < · · · < x n ) ∈ P
[n] ⊂ P n for some n. By the definition of product topology there exist neighborhoods
Since P is Hausdorff, we may assume that U 1 , . . . , U n are pairwise disjoint. Let V x be the set of all nonempty finite chains in P that contain a subchain y 1 < · · · < y n such that each y i ∈ U i . Since
On the other hand, by [32; Lemma 10.19] (using that P is
Let F : E → P be a sheaf. Let us consider the sheaf-diagram ρ * F : ρ * E → P ′ . Thus ρ * E consists of all tuples (p 1 < · · · < p n ; g), where (p 1 < · · · < p n ) ∈ P ′ and g ∈ F pn , and has the topology of pullback of continuous maps and the order of pullback of monotone maps (namely, of the maps F : E → P and ρ : P ′ → P ). Namely, ρ * E is homeomorphic to ∞ n=1 ρ * n E and is ordered by (p 1 < · · · < p n ; g) ≤ (q 1 < · · · < q m ; h) if and only if (p 1 < · · · < p n ) is a subchain of (q 1 < · · · < q m ) and 
Lemma 5.6. If F is a posheaf, then F ∆ is a sheaf.
Proof. For a subset S of a poset Q let ⌊S⌋ denote the smallest subset of Q that contains S and is open in the Alexandroff topology; in other words, ⌊S⌋ consists of all q ∈ Q such that q ≥ p for some p ∈ Q.
is the union of the preimages of U under the
, which are continuous, being the restrictions of the projections P n+k → P n . 
* E, let U and V be the preimages of U pn and V (pn,g) under ρ n : P
[n] → P and the natural map ρ * n E → E. Since ρ * n E is clopen in ρ * E, V is an open neighborhood of (p 1 < · · · < p n ; g) in π * E and clearly ρ * F restricts to a homeomorphism between V and U. By construction, for every (p
By symmetry it suffices to consider the case p
Thus h does not depend on the choice of the subchain (p ′ 1 < · · · < p ′ n ) and so is uniquely determined by the chain (q 1 < · · · < q m ). Hence F restricts to a bijection between ⌊V ⌋ and ⌊U ⌋.
Since F is an open continuous map and ⌊V ⌋ is open, F restricts to an open continuous map between ⌊V ⌋ and ⌊U ⌋. Since this restriction is also a bijection, it must be a homeomorphism.
We define holim F to be the pullback κ
Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 imply that holim F is a sheaf. Given a posheaf F of abelian groups over a topological poset P , we define Lim n F , also denoted Lim p∈P n F p , to be H n (|P |; holim F ) for each n = 0, 1, . . . . As discussed in §2, when P has discrete topology, these are the usual derived limits.
5.3. Leray sheaves. Let us call a diagram of spaces π : E → P an order-isometry if there exist metrics on E and P , compatible with the topologies, such that d π(x), π(
Lemma 5.7. Let π : E → P be a diagram of spaces, with metrizable E and P . If π is a closed map and an order-isometry, then hocolim π : |E| → |P | is a closed map.
Proof. Suppose that F ⊂ |E| is closed, but (hocolim π)(F ) is not. Then there exists a sequence of points y 1 , y 2 , · · · ∈ (hocolim π)(F ) converging to a point y / ∈ (hocolim π)(F ). We have y = n i=1 λ i y i ∈ |P |, where y 1 < · · · < y n , each y i ∈ P , each λ i ≥ 0 and n i=1 λ i = 1. Then for each k we have y k = n i=1 m ki j=1 λ kij y kij ∈ |P |, where y k,i,1 < · · · < y k,i,m ki ≤ y k,i+1,1 for each k and i, each y kij ∈ P , and m ki j=1 λ kij = λ i . Since y k,i,1 < · · · < y k,i,m ki , the formal sum
j=1 λ kij y kij denotes a point y ki ∈ |P |. Hence we can write formally y k = n i=1 λ i y ki ; we will further take this formal equation to encode the more useful observation that the step function ϕ y k is the "stacked linear combination" of the step functions ϕ y ki in the sense that
, and consequently for each i = 1, . . . , n the sequence y ki converges to y i . Here each y i ∈ P , but the y ki need not lie in P ; however, each y kij ∈ P , and for each k and i we may choose one of these points y ′ ki := y k,i,j ki ∈ P so that the sequence y ′ ki also converges to y i for each i (see [32; Lemma 10.19] 
Since π is a closed map and {y
Hence some subsequence x ′ k l ,1 converges to a point x 1 ∈ E. Since π is a closed map and {y
Hence some subsequence x ′ k lm ,2 converges to a point x 2 ∈ E. By arguing in the same fashion, we will construct a sequence of numbers κ 1 , κ 2 , · · · ∈ N such that for each i = 1, . . . , n the sequence x ′ κ l ,i converges to a point x i ∈ E. Since both x ki and x ′ ki belong to the simplex of |E| spanned by the chain x k,i,1 ≤ · · · ≤ x k,i,m ki and π is an order-isometry,
Since each x k ∈ F and F is closed, x ∈ F . On the other hand, since hocolim π is continuous, (hocolim π)(x) = y. Thus y ∈ (hocolim π)(F ), which is a contradiction.
Theorem 5.8. Let X be a metrizable space and let E(X) be the subspace of X × K(X) consisting of all pairs (x, K) such that x ∈ K. Let π be the composition of the inclusion E(X) ⊂ X × K(X) and the projection X × K(X) → K(X).
(a) hocolim π :
Here K(X) again must be ordered by reverse inclusion in (b) in order for H n (π) to be a posheaf. In fact, it will be convenient to work with the usual order by inclusion on K(X); in this notation, the monotone map ρ :
Proof. (a). Let us choose some metrics on X and K(X) and consider, for example, the l ∞ product metric on E(X) ⊂ X × K(X). Then the projection π : E(X) → K(X) is clearly an order-isometry. Now the assertion follows from Lemma 5.7.
Hence by (a) and Lemma 5.3, H A ≃ H n (A 1 ). On the other hand, using the notation of §5.2 with P = K(X) * , we have
. Thus H and H ′ have isomorphic stalks. So theiŕ etale spaces can be identified as sets, also with identical group structures in each stalk, and it remains to verify that they have the same topology. For that it suffices to show that for every A ∈ |K(X)| and every α ∈ H A = H , there is a section s F of the Leray sheaf F := H n (π) over W given by B → γ| B ∈ F B . Then s Fρ is a section ofρ * F overρ −1 (W ) given by (C 1 < · · · < C n ) → γ| C 1 ∈ F C 1 = (ρ * F ) (C 1 <···<Cn) . In the alternative language, s F ρ is a section of ρ * F * over ρ −1 (W * ) given by (C n < · · · < C 1 ) → γ| C 1 ∈ (F Clearly, s ′ is given by C → γ| C 1 ∈ F C , where C is as above. In particular, s ′ (A) = γ| A 1 = α, as desired.
The open subset (hocolim π) −1 (U) of |E(X)| ⊂ X × |K(X)| consists of all pairs (x, C) where C = n i=1 λ i C i ∈ U and x ∈ C 1 . Hence (hocolim π) −1 (U) lies in V × |K(X)|. Let p be the composition (hocolim π) −1 (U) ⊂ V × |K(X)| → V of the inclusion and the projection, and let σ = p * γ ∈ H n (hocolim π) −1 (U) . For each C = n i=1 λ i C i ∈ U, the composition C 1 = |π| −1 (C) ⊂ (hocolim π) −1 (U) p − → V coincides with the inclusion map C 1 → V . Hence σ| (hocolim π) −1 (C) = γ| C 1 . On the other hand, by Spanier's tautness theorem σ| (hocolim π) −1 (C) coincides with the image of σ ∈ H n (hocolim π) −1 (U) in H C = colim O H n (hocolim π) −1 (O) , where O runs over all open neighborhoods of C in |K(X)|. Since H is the sheafafication of O → H n (hocolim π) −1 (O) and σ ∈ H n (hocolim π) −1 (U) , there is a section s of H over U given by C → γ| C 1 ∈ F C . In particular, s(A) = γ| A 1 = α, as desired.
Spectral sequences.
Theorem 5.9. Let X be a metrizable space and let K(X) be the pospace of its nonempty compact subsets, topologized by the Hausdorff metric and ordered by reverse inclusion. Then there is a spectral sequence of the form
In more detail, the theorem asserts that for each q ≥ 0 there is a posheaf F q over K(X) such that the stalk F q Kα ≃ H q (K α ) for each K α ∈ K(X), and there is a spectral sequence of the form Lim p F q = E pq 2 ⇒ H p+q (X).
Proof. Let E(X) be the subspace of X × K(X) consisting of all pairs (x, K) such that x ∈ K. Let π be the composition of the inclusion E(X) ⊂ X × K(X) and the projection X × K(X) → K(X). Then we get a continuous map hocolim π : |E(X)| → |K(X)| (see §5.1). The Leray spectral sequence of this map runs H p |K(X)|; H q (hocolim π) ⇒ H p+q |E(X)| [12] . By Theorem 3.4, |E(X)| is homotopy equivalent to X. By Theorem 5.8(b), the Leray sheaf H q (hocolim π) ≃ holim H q (π). By definition, Lim p H q (π) = H p |K(X)|; holim H q (π) . By Theorem 5.4(a), the stalk H q (π) Kα ≃ H n (K α ) for each compact K α ⊂ X.
Every finite-dimensional separable metrizable space embeds in some sphere S n . For subsets of S n it is easy to rewrite the previous spectral sequence in terms of homology:
Theorem 5.10. Let X be a subset of S n and let U(X) be the pospace of its open neighborhoods = S n , ordered by inclusion and topologized by the Hausdorff metric. Then there is a spectral sequence of the form H q (U α ) ⇒ H q−p (X).
In more detail, the theorem asserts that for each q ≥ 0 there is a posheaf F q over K(X) such that the stalk (F q ) P β ≃ H q (P β ) for each P β ∈ U(X), and there is a second quadrant homology spectral sequence of the form Lim p F q = E 2 −p,q ⇒ H q−p (X) (where p, q ≥ 0).
Proof. Clearly, U(X) is homeomorphic to K(S n \ X). By the Sitnikov duality (see [3; Theorem 2.2]) we have H i (X) ≃ H n−i−1 (S n \ X) and H i (U) ≃ H n−i−1 (S n \ U) for every open neighborhood of X. So the assertion follows from Theorem 5.9.
Discussion
The results of the present paper suggest that it may be worthwhile to develop an entire theory of derived limits over posets. It must be admitted that the present state of this theory is absolutely unsatisfactory, if not to say downright pathetic.
The following obvious problems still wait to be addressed:
(1) Compute Lim p for a few basic examples. (2) How does Lim p behave with respect to cofinal subsets? (3) When does Lim 0 coincide with the usual (discretely indexed) inverse limit lim? It is not hard to show that they do coincide in our model setting (that is, for the Leray sheaves H q (π) of the map π : E(X) → K(X)) as long as X is locally compact. Which is hardly surprising, but even this is not entirely obvious in the absence of answers to the previous question.
On the other hand, there seems to be no reason to expect that Lim 0 = lim in full generality. Or if they do always coincide, that would actually be pretty bad! If G α is the Mardešić-Prasolov inverse system (whose lim 1 cannot be computed in ZFC) and S α = Hom Hom(G α , S 1 ), S 1 , we get a short exact sequence of inverse systems 0 → G α → S α → Q α → 0, where lim Q α cannot be computed in ZFC. 
